A SYSTEM FOR COMPLETE
MARGIN MANAGEMENT
AND IDENTIFICATION
OF MARKET PEAKS

LIVESTOCK
SOLUTIONS

HOW WE
WORK WITH
LIVESTOCK
PRODUCERS
The first thing you should know
about us is we do things a little bit
differently. We practice margin
management rather than price
forecasting exclusively. Using Cattle
Core’s software as intended we can
look at a complete picture of feeding
margins across a variety of start
dates and weights.
By incorporating that data along with
seasonal basis forecasting our clients
are able to optimize their decision
making process and place hedges in
a way that is aimed to remove a
substantial amount of cash market
risk.

No two producers are identical. For
that reason we take a much more
data-driven approach than you're
likely used to. Critical to our success
as risk managers is our ability to
understand your numbers before we
ever make a recommendation.

Read on to learn
about our approach to
the markets and risk
management
In this brief introduction to Kapco
Futures you'll learn a bit more about
the tools we use as well as how to
gain a better understanding of when
to take action in the market.

TRADING FUTURES AND OPTIONS ON FUTURES INVOLVES A SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF LOSS AND IS NOT SUITABLE FOR ALL INVESTORS OR
PRODUCERS. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS

Our mission with Cattle Core was to create a modern, clean, easy-to-use
platform that was designed to drive producer profitability and eliminate
the hassle of spreadsheets and multiple systems.
We want you to know when the best opportunities are available, and give
you the tools to do something about it.

AUTOMATED HEDGE ACCOUNTING: Connect your brokerage account to
automatically import trades and assign them to a lot. Your PnL will
automatically update based on the market and you'll see how your
hedges are offsetting risk in the cash market. No more spreadsheets. No
more annoying sub-accounts. Everything in one place.
STREAMING MARGIN CALCULATIONS: You probably don't realize how
much variation there can be when it comes to profit or loss for deferred
start months. We calculate this automatically for you in near real-time
using your individual costs, rates of gain, and target weights.
Experiment with factors to stress-test your ideas.

Sign up for a free account at
www.cattlecore.com

PROFIT
>
PRICE
Let me ask you a question; which chart looks like it has a better seasonal
pattern?

It’s pretty clear the second looks a lot more erratic. That chart shows the daily
percentage change of the price of live cattle futures. The first chart, which to
our eye, is much easier to predict, shows finishing margins by date.
The first time we built that chart we were dumbfounded by how reliable that
seasonal pattern is. So why does everyone try to outguess the market and try to
tell you where it’s going to go? Easy, it’s because it sells. Whether you want to
admit it or not, there’s something exciting about speculating. There’s
something even more exciting about someone who you can call at any moment
and they tell you exactly where it should go. Take it from us, we hope you’re
standing uphill from them because you know which way stuff rolls.
No one, whether you’re Warren Buffett of Jimmy Buffett, to take a line from The
Wolf of Wall Street, knows which way the market is going. At the end of the day
we don’t particularly care about which way it is going. We care about your
profit margin. Profit > Price.
By paying attention to the profitability of each lot of cattle we can triangulate
that against the seasonal tendencies of both margin and (yes) price. By
combining that outlook with what the Commitments of Traders report is telling
us we can generally increase the accuracy of our decisions by knowing when
the market faces greater risk of liquidation.
The ONLY thing you should care about when looking at the market as a
producer is making money.

HEDGE EARLY,
HEDGE OFTEN
Let’s build on that last section of seasonal margins. You can see by that first
chart the seasonal movements of feeding margins are relatively predictable,
more so than price, at least. Here are the current feeding margins for the next
eight start months (as of 12/23/19):

Let’s dial in on the March 2020 starts at $101.45. At the moment they’re very
strong, and have come up quite a bit in line with the seasonal pattern for
nearby starts:
What we mean by “hedge early,
hedge often” is that you should
be hedging the margin on lots
long before you buy the animals.
The five-year average margin for
March starts is a loss of
$54.71/head. By hedging the
margin now on 12/23 one can
lock in $101.45/head not
including transaction costs.
The difference is a staggering $156.16/head. Not many people think this way,
which is why so many people are still looking for the magic bullet to
marketing. Take another look at the table that shows the next eight months of
starts. Then look at that seasonal margin chart again. Is there any point other
than November/December where the margins are stronger? No. That means that
when the market is giving you the gift of profits for a year in advance you
should seriously consider a hedge where you buy feeder cattle futures, buy
corn futures, and sell live cattle futures.

COMMITMENTS
OF TRADERS
A lot of people talk about this report, but after studying it for many years and
developing our own set of indicators, we can tell you that 99% of what you
read about it is absolute garbage. We're not going to give you a big article or
book about how we use every aspect of the report. Instead we want you to take
two key things from this.
1. Commercials are smarter than we are.
Think about who they are... Tyson, Cargill, JBS, etc. They each have teams of
research analysts, political lobbyists, traders, and have millions of dollars
invested in each of those segments. We, as individuals, simply can't compete.
It's naive to think we can get a leg up on them. So how do we get around that
impediment? We study what the commercials are doing. Thanks to the CFTC we
get a report every Friday afternoon that helps to level the playing field. It
details how many longs, shorts, and spreads the various categories of market
participants have. By charting them we can see the trends.The best indicator
derived from this is the COT Index. This was originally developed by Larry
Williams (one of the living legends of commodity trading) and is central to our
analysis. Here's what it looks like:

It measures where the net commercial position is relative to where it has been.
It's a lot like a slow stochastic. Generally, when the index is at 0 you should be
looking for sell signals and when it is at 100 you want to look for buy signals.

Why does this work? Big commercials always have a hedging reason to be in
the market, but they have flexibility. Like you, when they think the market will
go higher they might lighten up on their hedges or even go long.
Thanks to this report we get to see how they're positioning themselves.
Obviously they wouldn't make drastic moves unless they and their research
departments, lobbyists, and traders had a good reason. We don't need to do the
work, we just need to identify when someone better than us has! We know it
sounds lazy, but it's smart and compresses time.
2. Funds are generally most bullish at the top and most bearish at the bottom.
Funds are by-and-large trend followers. If commercials are the steering wheel,
funds are the gas pedal (and the brake). When it comes to funds we don't care
about their net position at all. It's the #1 quoted thing in the news and the #1
most worthless piece of information you can get from this report.
What you should look at is how many longs they have relative to their total
position. We call this their "long share." Suppose there are 25 longs and 75
shorts. That means the long share is 25% (25/(25+75)).
This is a very reliable indicator for us, especially with cattle. When they get
carried away in a market by pressing down too hard on the accelerator we tend
to see a reversal because they've accumulated such a large position there is no
one left to carry the momentum.

Look at how it tends to bottom out around 55% and top out at around 85%.
Those points usually line up with major turning points in the market. So now
you've seen how we compress time and resources with this single report. To
sum it up, commercials and their vast resources clue us in to when the markets
will take a new direction. Funds tell us when the move has gone too far and is
close to exhausting itself.

AUTOMATED
SELL SIGNALS
Continuing with the theme of compressing time and resources we set out to
automate our market analysis. We believe we've succeeded with the
development of our proprietary algorithm.
Based into the formulas are the Commitments of Traders indicators we've
developed, seasonality, oscillators that identify overbought and oversold
conditions, and a few other ingredients we won't publicly share.
But, we can share this chart that shows some of the signals it has given over
the last few years. Remember, past performance is not necessarily indicative of
future results.

The red dots show when the system alerts us of potential market highs (when
we should be selling) and the green dots alert us of opportunities to buy back
hedges or even spec on the long side.
Let's go back to that idea about compressing time and resources. By utilizing a
systematic approach that leverages the resources of the largest meat and grain
companies in the world we strongly believe we can get a leg up on the
market. This isn't an end-all be-all system. It doesn't replace smart marketing
with an individualized plan.
We don't sell our research or indicators. To maintain its integrity we only offer
the system to clients.
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President & CEO

Patrick has worked in the ag
marketing industry since his
graduation from SIUC with a degree
in Finance. He specializes in
livestock markets and works with
ranchers, feedlots, and grain
producers.
Patrick comes from a family of 5th
generation farmers in southern
Illinois and has brought this
passion to work when handling his
clients.

Jeffrey works one-on-one with
commodity producers, users, and
individual speculators and focuses
on grain and livestock markets. He
has presented live and online
seminars sponsored by CME Group,
written for Stocks and Commodities
Magazine, and has been quoted in
Barrons, Reuters, The Wall Street
Journal, Successful Farming, and
many others.

CLIENT
BENEFITS
By working with a Kapco Futures adviser you’ll experience the difference our
clients have come to know. If you’re ready to gain access to our original and
transparent research, along with a personal relationship rather than a
transactional one, we invite you to join us.

TRADE WITH

VISIT
WWW.KAPCOFUTURES.COM
TO APPLY
OR CALL
(888) 926.0985

40W125 CAMPTON CROSSINGS DR.
SUITE B
SAINT CHARLES, IL 60175
TRADING FUTURES AND OPTIONS ON FUTURES INVOLVES A
SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF LOSS AND IS NOT SUITABLE FOR ALL
INVESTORS OR PRODUCERS. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT
NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.

